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It is usually assumed that Bronze Age metalwork was made by itinerant founders who collected up scrap
metal and recast it into new weapons and tools. Hoards of metalwork often contain multiple items iuch ai
socketed axes which have plainly come from the same moulds, while others contain scrap, broken or
part-melted articles which have obviously been cached for later return. Evidence of this kind is rare in the
Early Bronze Age, partly because there are many fewer surviving items and because the material itself was
in much shorter supply than was later the case.

The two axes illustrated here were both found in the last few years and represent a considerable coincidence
given that they were probably deposited some three and a half thousand years ago.

In March 2002 a hammer-flanged axe was found by Mr D.
Knight near Whoop Hall in the parish of Burrow-with-Burrow,
Lancs, at SD 623772, only a few hundred metres from the
border with Cumbria. He brought it to the City Museum in
Lancaster as a donation. The distinctive feature of the axe,
diagonally ribbed hammer-flanging, triggered my memory of
having seen something similar. Looking back through the
records in the Museum, I found that I had seen and drawn an axe
with almost identical patterning found in about 1999 by a Mr
Harrison at New Barns, Arnside,SD 447782. The size, shape and
patterning were too close to be a coincidence. Although the
Arnside axe was marginally thicker and its blade edge more
crescentic in shape they both appear to have been worked from a
similar blank, the hammering-up of the low flanges being
developed into the same series of parallel ridges, resembling a
cable. No similar axes have been recorded in the area, so it must
be assumed that these two, found some ten or twelve miles apart,
were made at about the same time by the same founder, and sold
to two separate customers.

These axes seem to have best parallels quite late in the Early
Bronze Age, round about 1500 BC. They show quite a
sophisticated shape, considering that they were cast in a

unifacial mould. In addition to the hammered flange to retain the haft they have an incipient stop-ridge at
about the mid-point and another change of profile at the back of the blade, all these details being u"hi"u"d by
hammering and grinding. It is tempting to ascribe decorated axes to Irish sources at this date, but it is mostly
the faces, rather than the edges, which are so decorated in axes of hish origin. Another example of the 'cable'
ridging, this time combined with engraving on the face, can be seen in an axe from Liss, Hants, in the British
Museum.l

Nearer to home is the example provenanced 'Temple Sowerby', which has a few incipient ridges on its
flanges.2

Notes

1. British Museum: A Guide to the Antiquities of the Bronze Age in the Department of British and Medieval
Antiquities, 1920,59, Fig. 52.
2.T.H. Mck. clough,'Bronze Age Metalwork from cumbria', cw2, LXIX, 1969,2 and Fig. 1,9.
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